
This education series consists of three modules that cover backup and recovery strategies 

for a Lotus® Domino® implementation on i5/OS™. This first module provides an overview 

of Domino architecture, backup methods and Command Language (CL) SAVE and 

Restore commands. 
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Most Domino i5/OS implementations run multiple Domino servers on the same system.  

Each Domino partition runs its own subsystem.  The data for all of the Domino servers is 

in the integrated file system, also known as the IFS.  Various libraries store Domino code 

and the QNOTES user profile owns all Domino data.
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When running Domino on i5/OS, you can configure many Domino partitions.  This allows 

you to isolate various Domino workloads, such as Mail, Domino applications or Lotus 

Sametime®.  By default, data is automatically load balanced across all drives. 
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Various libraries store Domino and its add-in products.  Depending on which products you 

have installed on your system you will have one or more of the libraries listed.  At a 

minimum, you will have the QUSRNOTES and QDOMINOXXX library.  Note that XXX 

refers the version of Domino you have installed.  For example, if you are running Domino 

version 8.0.1, you will have a QDOMINO801 library that will contain all of the Domino 

8.0.1 product executables.
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The IFS contains all of the Domino user data and part of the Domino product.   The QIBM, 

ProdData, Lotus directory is where you will find Domino product data.  The QIBM, 

UserData, Lotus directory is where you will find user data that is shared among multiple 

Domino servers.  Finally, the server’s data directory is stored in the IFS.  The actual path 

to the data directory is unique to your environment as this value is chosen by the user who 

configures the server. 
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Here is a list of some Domino files and their descriptions.  At a minimum, you should be 

aware of the server.id, notes.ini and all of the .nsf files. 
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This list of Domino files continues.  You do not need to save these temporary files: pid.nbf, 

~notes.lck, and .dtf files.  The server upon startup will re-create these.
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The following files are difficult or impossible to replace:  notes.ini, names.nsf, 

Lotus_Servers and cert.id..  The notes.ini file is your main configuration file and it resides 

in the server's data directory.  Keep an extra copy of this file on the system.  However, do 

not store it the root directory of the IFS or it may cause problems with some add-in 

products.  The names.nsf file stores the configuration information for all users and servers 

in your Domino environment.  You will also find this file in your server's data directory.  

Domino uses the Lotus_Servers file to define all of the Domino partitions on an i5/OS 

server or lpar.  If this file is lost or damaged you cannot see, start or stop your server in the 

iSeries Navigator or with the Work with Domino Servers command.  The cert.id file will be 

in your server's data directory only if it was the first server configured in your domain.  

Always keep this file secure and a backup available.  If this file is lost or the password 

forgotten, you cannot recover it and you will need to reconfigure your entire Domino 

domain.
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You have many choices for backup and recovery.  You can use the native i5/OS SAVE 

commands, replication, clustering, BRMS or a combination of those items. Note that this is 

not an all-inclusive list.  Other options do exist such as using the i5/OS Operational 

Assistant and Tivoli products.
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Here is an example of the native i5/OS SAVE menu.  Use the “GO SAVE” command to 

access this menu. 
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There are three options that are of interest from the “GO SAVE” menu in a Domino 

environment.  The first is option 21, which will end all subsystems, save the entire system 

and restart the system.  Option 22 will save only system data, including the Domino 

product libraries and the QIBM, ProdData directory.  Again, this option will end all 

subsystems, perform the save and then restart the system.  The last option is option 23, 

which will save all user data.  Typically, you should use this option in combination with 

option 22, as it will save everything on the system except what option 22 saves.  Again, it 

will end all subsystems to perform the save.  It is important to end your Domino servers in 

a controlled manner before starting any one of these saves.  If you do not end your 

Domino servers before starting the save, Domino will crash when the end subsystem 

command is issued.
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For additional control over what you are saving and how to save it, you can create your 

own backup procedure using the native S-A-V and R-S-T commands. You can use these 

commands to save and restore data within the IFS.  When using the S-A-V command, the 

Domino server must be ended as Domino does not support save while active backups 

using this command.  Shown here is an example of a S-A-V save and a restore of an 

individual mail file from the resulting save.  Notice that the first parameter is the device.  

The format of the device will always start with the forward slash qsys.lib entry.  You will 

then specify another forward slash and the name of the tape device followed with dot 

devd.  The second parameter is the name of the file or directory you want to save or 

restore.  In this example, the R-S-T command will  also restore the file in an alternate 

directory.  This is not necessary if you want to restore the file into the same location from 

where you saved it.
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Here is the process for saving a Domino server with the S-A-V command.  The first step is 

to end the server in a controlled manner.
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After the Domino server has ended, you can then perform the backup.
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Once the backup has completed, you can then restart the server.
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Here is an example of using a CL program to automate the backup process.  The first step 

is to end the Domino server controlled.  Then, perform a delay job (D-L-Y-JOB command) 

to give the server ample time to end.  Then issue another end command against the 

Domino server.  This time, an immediate request is issued to ensure the server has 

ended and to end the subsystem associated with the server.  The program then tries to 

obtain a lock on the subsystem description for the server.  This lock can be obtained only if 

all Domino jobs and the subsystem have ended.  This will guarantee that the Domino files 

are not locked and the S-A-V command is able to access the files.  You can see the S-A-V 

command is the next command performed in this example.  Finally, the lock on the 

subsystem description is released and the server is restarted. One common question that 

is asked when reviewing this program is, how do you know how long to delay the program 

before the immediate server end request.  A general guideline is to wait two times the 

normal amount of time needed for the server to end.
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Here you can see the advantages and disadvantages of using the i5/OS SAVE 

commands.  The primary advantages are that it is free, you can treat it like any other 

i5/OS application and is highly flexible.  The primary disadvantage is that you must end the 

Domino server.
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Here are the steps required to restore your entire Domino server when using i5/OS save 

CL commands.
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Here is an example of restoring the entire data directory.  Note that you must create the 

directory before you can restore data to it. 
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